Background {#Sec1}
==========

Nowadays, quality is one of the most important consumer decision factors. It has become one of the main strategies to increase the productivity of industries and service organizations. Therefore, the companies are trying to enhance the quality of their products by using various statistical techniques and tools. Acceptance sampling plans are important tools that have been widely used for lot sentencing in the industries. The inspection of the final product is always done on the basis of acceptance sampling scheme. There are two major types of acceptance sampling plans: attribute sampling plans and variable sampling plans. The major advantage of a variable sampling plan is that it has the same protection as an attribute acceptance sampling plan with a smaller sample size. When destructive testing is employed, variables sampling is particularly useful in reducing the costs of inspection. For more detail about the applications of the acceptance sampling plan can be found in Wu ([@CR25]), Liu et al. ([@CR12]), Kurniati et al. ([@CR11]), Yen and Chang ([@CR27]), and Sheu et al. ([@CR19]).

The coefficient of variation (CV), which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, is widely used to measure the relative variation of a variable to its mean. CV has been widely used in many practical applications. It is used as a measure of the reliability of an assay in chemistry and medicine (Reed et al. [@CR17]), to quantify the riskiness of stocks in finance (Miller and Karson [@CR14]), in clinical trials to account for baseline variability of measurements (Pereira et al. [@CR16]), in physical therapy to determine sincerity of effort (Robinson et al. [@CR18]), in quality control to seek production processes with minimal dispersion (Box [@CR5]). Recently, Parsons et al. ([@CR15]) concluded that it was important to use CVs to assess the quality of metabonomics datasets. Kang et al. ([@CR9]) developed a Shewhart-type control chart for monitoring the CV using rational subgroups and showed the CV to be a very attractive tool in quality control.

In the literature, either the mean or the standard deviation (SD) of the quality characteristics are usually considered to measure the quality of products. However, in certain scenarios, the practitioner is not interested in the changes in the mean or the standard deviation but is instead interested in the relative variability compared with the mean (see for Yeong et al. [@CR28]). This relative variability is called the CV. Verrill and Johnson ([@CR23]) have pointed that building materials are often evaluated not only on the basis of mean strength but also on relative variability, but laboratory techniques are often compared on the basis of their CVs. In many laboratories, the variability of the chemical assay that produces continuous-type values is summarized not by the SD but by the CV, because the SDs of such assays generally increase or decrease proportionally as the mean increases or decreases (refer to Reed et al. [@CR17]). Therefore, acceptance sampling plans considering the CV as the reliability parameter can complement each other with the other acceptance sampling plans, so as to control the product quality and improve the management level.

CV can be applied not only characteristic analysis of ultimate strength or fatigue limit, failure rates and structural/material reliability, but also for both the reliability-based design of mechanical systems or components and the evaluation of an existing product (see for He and Oyadiji [@CR7]). In the fields of materials engineering and manufacturing, Castagliola et al. ([@CR6]) have stated that some quality characteristics related to the physical properties of products often have a standard deviation that is proportional to their population mean. Tool cutting life and several properties of sintered materials are some typical examples. In such scenarios, the CV remains constant even though the mean and standard deviation may change from one sample to another. Zhang ([@CR29]) pointed that the CV can be predetermined from the long term of engineering practice in the research of structural reliability design, evaluation, and inspection.

CV is a good measure of the reliability of experiments, that is, the smaller the CV value, the higher the reliability (Steel and Torrie [@CR20]; Taye and Njuho [@CR21]). Recently, Ma and Zhang ([@CR13]) deduced the CV method for structural reliability inspection using the CV as the quality control parameter, under the condition of the CV being known. The inspection efficiency of CV method is higher than S method and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma$$\end{document}$ method. Tong and Chen ([@CR22]) proposed a variable single sampling plan using CV to evaluate the quality stability of normally distributed products. Yan et al. ([@CR26]) developed a variable two stage sampling plan based on CV, which is more efficient than the single sampling plan proposed by Tong and Chen ([@CR22]).

In advanced manufacturing processes, supplier production is frequently continuous, so the quality of preceding and/or successive lots is expected to be homogeneous and dependent (Kuraimani and Govindaraju [@CR10]). But the single sampling plan and the two stage sampling plan only consider the present state of a lot, that is, they accept or reject a lot based on the present lot quality. In order to compensate for this weaknesses, Wortham and Baker ([@CR24]) introduced the multiple dependent state (MDS) sampling plan, which examines a lot based on not only the sample information from the current lot but also the quality of preceding lots. So the MDS sampling plan can be used in the case that lots are submitted for inspection serially. Recently, Balamurali and Jun ([@CR4]) proposed MDS sampling plan by variables for the assessment of normally distributed quality characteristics. Aslam et al. ([@CR3]) proposed a mixed MDS sampling plan using the process capability index, and Aslam et al. ([@CR2]) considered MDS sampling for the development of a new attribute control chart. To the best of our knowledge, there exist no studies about the MDS plan based on the CV. Therefore, assuming that the quality characteristic follows the normal distribution, we will develop the MDS sampling plan using the CV with expectation that it is more efficient than the single plan proposed by Tong and Chen ([@CR22]) in this article.

Multiple dependent state (MDS) sampling plan {#Sec2}
============================================
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Steel and Torrie ([@CR20]), Taye and Njuho ([@CR21]) point that the CV is a good measure of the reliability of the experiment. Here we use the CV as the quality benchmark for acceptance of a product lot. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_{2}$$\end{document}$ denote the quality level of AQL (acceptable quality level) and LQL (limiting quality level) based on the CV, respectively. Then the operating procedure of the proposed plan based on the CV is stated as follows:**Step 1**: Choose the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proposed plan is characterized by four parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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According to Balamurali and Jun ([@CR4]), the OC function of the proposed MDS sampling plan is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then the OC function of the MDS sampling plan can be rewritten as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Determination of the proposed sampling plan parameters {#Sec3}
======================================================

Yen and Chang ([@CR27]) stated "A well-designed sampling plan must provide a probability of at least ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since there are several combinations of the parameters for the proposed plans which satisfy the above two inequations, we choose the designed parameters which minimize the sample size. The parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to investigate the effect of different *m* values on the required sample size of the proposed MDS sampling plan, we vary *m* from 1 to 8. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the required sample size *n* varies with the *m* value under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Advantages of the MDS plan {#Sec4}
==========================

In this section, we will use these two criteria, the OC curves and the sample size required for inspection, to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed MDS plan over the single plan proposed by Tong and Chen ([@CR22]).

OC curves {#Sec5}
---------

In order to show the efficiency of the proposed sampling plan, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} displays the OC curves of the MDS plan (*m* = 1, 2, 3) and the single sampling plan for two cases: (a) ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Sample sizes required for inspection {#Sec6}
------------------------------------

In order to compare the sample sizes required for inspection in the MDS plan (*m* = 1, 3) and the single plan with different values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An illustrative example {#Sec7}
=======================

To illustrate the proposed MDS plan for practical applications, we use the actual data as discussed by Aslam et al. ([@CR1]). The data is about concrete which is widely used to construct buildings, roads, and a variety of other structures. The compressive strength of concrete is the most common quality measure used by the engineer in designing buildings and other structures. In the contract formulated from the producer and the consumer, suppose that the producer requires the probability of accepting the concrete at least 95 % if the CV of the compressive strength is less than 0.08, and the consumer require that the probability of accepting the concrete would be no more than 10 % if the CV of the compressive strength is larger than 0.12. That is, the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on our proposed methodology, we can obtain the plan parameters as (*n*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{r}$$\end{document}$) = (20, 0.09241, 0.122) from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} considering the MDS plan with *m* = 2. Hence, the 20 inspected samples are taken from the lot randomly and the compressive strength of these 20 concrete mixture specimens is measured and displayed in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Aslam et al. ([@CR1]) have showed that these observed measurements are fairly close to the normal distribution. Based on the collected 20 measurements, we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

In this paper, a multiple dependent state (MDS) sampling plan for accepting a lot whose quality characteristic follows a normal distribution based on the coefficient of variation (CV) is presented. Several tables are given for practical use. By comparison with the single sampling plan propose by Tong and Chen ([@CR22]) in terms of the required sample size and the OC curve, which show that our proposed MDS plan has a better performance than the single plan. Hence, the industrialists can save the inspection cost if they use the proposed MDS plan. Finally, a real example shows the application of the proposed plan in various industries. The present study can be extended for non-normal distribution as future research.
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